THE SALIENT SUMMARY
DYNAMIC RESOLUTION SCALING
Intelligent technology that minimizes bandwidth consumption when streaming video with
CompleteView 20/20. Dynamic Resolution Scaling streams just the video necessary for display without
aﬀecting the recorded video. Video streamed for live display and playback is scaled before being
transmitted to the client providing full display quality and full resolution recorded video.

UNIFIED PLATFORM
Management Server centrally stores all business, user, and system data sharable among all components
of CompleteView 20/20. All Recording Servers are administered, monitored, and updated from the
Management Server. Camera licenses are not tied to the camera’s MAC address, giving the
administrator the ability to allocate camera licenses on the same Recording Server as needed.
CompleteView 20/20 supports Roaming User accounts where all users are able to log into any
workstation running the Desktop Client.

FULLY OPEN ARCHITECTURE
CompleteView 20/20’s open architecture enables your organization to seamlessly leverage existing
technology investments and minimize disruption as hardware and software infrastructure changes
over time.

VIDEO WALL
Video Wall allows users to view and manage multiple monitor arrays. Simply drag views, maps, or
cameras onto a video wall display tile to see updates in real-time. With video wall, users can create
custom layouts spanning multiple servers and displays, as well as quickly identify the corresponding
video monitors.

INTERACTIVE MAPPING TOOL
Satellite or image maps are linked to the selected live view and automatically switch when changing the
view. The user can view live and recorded video directly from the map by simply clicking on a camera
icon, which will show the viewing area and type of recording at the camera via a colorized cone. In the
event of an incident, the Alarm View automatically displays the live video feed from the activated
camera in one video tile, and the relevant map in its own tile along with side by side live view and
playback. GeoView will show the cameras surrounding the incident. Easy to set up and available in all
CompleteView 20/20 product versions.
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SIMPLE PRICING MODEL
All features of CompleteView 20/20 are built into the camera license price, none of our features are an
extra charge and there are no server fees or client fees. Our pricing is simply a one-time per camera
charge.
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